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Standing on the Shoulders of Ancestors:
Linking Past and Present to a Sustainable Future
Douglas Worts
WorldViews Consulting, Toronto

Bill Casey – Cumberland-Colchester MP

Assoc. of NS Museums, Annapolis Royal and Heritage Trust of NS – September 2018

Culture is:
Standing on the shoulders of ancestors

www.michaelschiesser.com

What I learned from Maori Elder, Bessie Walters – Te Papa Museum, New Zealand
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Ecological Footprint – by sector activity

www.footprintnetwork.org
Also for Nova Scotia – www.GPIatlantic.org

Mathis Wackernagel

EF measures all: 1) cropland, grazing land, forest and fishing
grounds required to produce the food, fibre and timber it
consumes; 2) space for infrastructure; and, 3) space needed to
absorb wastes, including those emitted while producing energy.

As museum and heritage professionals
I suspect we share a commitment to:
! fostering knowledge
! nurturing community well-being
! catalyzing public reflection and dialogue
! creating a shared vision of the future
! being relevant to community

“Whether” to Embrace being a change agent?
No museum
should feel forced
to embark on this path!
***

change can be tough & risky
new skillsets will be required
new kinds of resourcefulness
humility, energy and tenacity
… however…
There are some great opportunities

!
!
!
!

• for enhanced public relevancy
• for engaging new stakeholders
• for linking past, present, future
And there are some great potential partners already
on this path, some who recognize the need to address
the challenges on a cultural level
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Gus Speth, on
Climate Change Science & Culture

UN Sustainable Development Goals

http://17goals.org

What if museums…

Shifted traditional programs to be more issue-based?

Glenn Sutter, Curator of Human Ecology

(Royal Saskatchewan Museum ‘The Human Factor’)
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“Why” embrace museums as change agents?
Changes in Museum Realities
- Declining attendance
- Declining tourism (in a carbon sense this is a good thing)
- Declining core funding and grants
- Increasing reliance on revenue-raising activities
- Increasing admission prices
- Museum jobs generally pay poorly
- Growing professional sense -need to be more relevant
=> Retool for cultural outcomes/impacts, not just outputs

“WHAT” is involved in being a change agent?
A ‘change agent’, is likely to…
• be tuned in to the forces shaping the living culture
• help assemble stakeholders to co-create a vision for all to ‘own’
• help identify & prioritize the trends that demand attention
• help identify forces that shape trends in community/society
• help co-create innovations => meaningful, positive change
• mobilize insights from history & artists, youth and elders
• co-create effective measures track shifts in societal trends
• be humble in the face of the challenge
• NOT lead specific cultural changes (they are facilitators)

DC Worts

“WHAT” is involved in being a change agent?

Possibilities for Museums:

• Focus on issues & trends that shape the living culture
• Build relationships amongst stakeholders - around the issues
• Help bring insights from the past into contemporary discussions
• Create a cultural vision with other stakeholders – a ‘story of change’
• Have faith that your collections and building(s) will be vital – but
may not be where your attention is always focused!
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How to go about being a change agent?
Museum Associations - Rising to Challenge

Museums:
• enrich the lives of individuals,
• contribute to strong and resilient communities, and
• help create a fair and just society.
! Museums in turn are immensely enriched by the skills
and creativity of their public.
https://www.museumsassociation.org/museums-change-lives

How to go about being a change agent?
Principles:
1. Create conditions for wellbeing
2. Pursue mutual relationships
3. Value the environment and be a
steward of the future as well as
the past

“Story of Change” Planning
Articulate:
- assumptions about community

4. Be an active citizen

needs/opportunities
- assumptions about intended

5. Learn for resilience
6. Measure what matters

impacts
- assumptions about
stakeholders assumptions
about co-creation

http://happymuseumproject.org/

How to go about being a change agent?
The Pyramid Process

Builds understanding, creativity, skill and agreement
Resulting in Trust, Commitment, and Disciplined Implementation

AGREEMENTS & ACTIONS

STRATEGIES
INNOVATIONS
SYSTEMS
INDICATORS
SUSTAINABILITY COMPASS

http://atkisson.com/tools/
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Doughnut Economics
– Kate Raworth
www.kateraworth.com

… revisiting Whether

to become a change agent?

Being an ‘Agent of Change’ is both
Challenge and Opportunity:
It will require…
- Revisiting missions
- Clarifying cultural issues & needs
- Experiments - new approaches to community engagement
- Planning for cultural impacts
- Measuring what matters

Thank You!

Douglas Worts

douglasworts@worldviewsconsulting.ca
http://worldviewsconsulting.ca
http://douglasworts.ca
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